ABSTRACT This paper presents an intelligent collision avoidance mechanism within a carrier sense multiple access framework to instill efficiency and agility in random access performance in capillary machine-to-machine communication networks. Under a hierarchical infrastructure-based setting, a resourceful gateway/coordinator node serves as the conduit between the resource-limited end-nodes and the application/service level network nodes. The coordinator periodically executes the dynamic algorithm, which determines the appropriate backoff window size for the present estimated load, and the end-nodes are opportunistically updated with this window size. Based on key analytic properties derived from a stochastic model of the associated protocol, the intelligent collision avoidance mechanism is shown to be efficient in aggregate throughput, equitable among the nodes regarding packet service times and energy efficiency, and agile in responding to intermittent node activity and traffic elasticity/burstiness. Numerical results show that the intelligent collision avoidance mechanism significantly outperforms the usually deployed binary exponential backoff in most of the settings, while matching a normative protocol fair closely.
I. INTRODUCTION
Largely low-power and low-rate communication systems have lately emerged, aside from the more conspicuous high-rate consumer data networking, as a vital component of the future communication infrastructure. Within the broader encompassing paradigm of the burgeoning Internet of Things (IoT), communication with mostly low-rate and low-power nodes in close proximity is categorized as capillary machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, to distinguish it from the cellular M2M [2] , [3] . Capillary M2M communication is expected to provide the underlying networking primitives for construction of smart environments based on a plethora of novel applications and systems. Smart homes [4] , neighborhoods [5] and cities [6] are part of the larger picture, and systems such as ambient intelligence, home security, smart lighting, utility control, smart grid, control of smart appliances and intelligent energy management are pursued in research and development. Such applications and systems require that the underlying network facilitates data acquisition, sensing and monitoring for situational awareness, and supervisory control or actuation. 1 A large part of the associated communications is situationoriented or event-driven, which brings random access based medium access control (MAC) schemes in the design landscape.
The networking challenge to provide efficient random access communication support to largely reduced-function nodes within shorter range gets further compounded by the large scale of such networks [7] . Note that the packets involved are typically short and the efficiency concerns are not in terms of sheer data rates, but rather about properly coordinating connectivity and access with the large number 1 In such setting, there may be little to no scope for typical redundancyoriented data aggregation and fusion, unlike many commonly considered wireless sensor network applications. This is due to the need to deliver individual nodes' specific packets pertaining to the varied applications being supported.
of the end nodes. 2 Crucially, there are full-function devices to act as gateways or coordinators in connecting these end nodes with the upper level nodes of the network hierarchy running the applications.
Random access is known to yield poor performance in general except when the operating conditions and the key protocol parameters are in agreement [9] and [10] . In particular, carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocol can be feasibly adequate in many practical contexts, if it can be organized to operate around its maximum equilibrium efficiency. Achieving such efficiency depends heavily upon the collision avoidance (CA) mechanism employed. The binary exponential backoff (BEB), the usual choice for collision avoidance scheme, has desirable attributes of simplicity and distributed operation. Although CSMA/CA with distributed BEB is capable of achieving high utilization in aggregate, compromise in other performance measures such as fairness occurs when larger scale of the networks are considered [11] - [13] . Within hierarchical organization of the capillary M2M infrastructures (e.g. cluster-tree), coordinatorassistance can be leveraged towards realizing distributed local area access coordination without undue compromise in the achievable performance.
In this backdrop, the present paper addresses the following challenge: how to coordinate CSMA-based access mechanism that remains throughput-efficient in aggregate as well as equitable among the nodes in networks of potentially large scale, while being agile in handling highly intermittent packet traffic or node activity. Specifically, an algorithm is devised to dynamically control the backoff procedure underlying the collision avoidance mechanism within a familiar variety of CSMA adopted in low-power communications. Based on an analytic framework of the protocol performance, only the resource-rich gateway or coordinator in the local area neighborhood is burdened with the task of periodically running the efficiency-preserving algorithm. The resource-limited end nodes, on the other hand, get opportunistically notified of the timely contention parameter. Thus the system operates without sacrificing the basic simplicity of the distributed operation, which is a major attraction of the random access protocols.
The proposed algorithm makes use of the CSMA channelevents observed in the recent past for the sampled estimates of corresponding steady-state quantities. A mapping from the sampled channel-event measures to the collective attempt rate of the active nodes is then made to appropriately throttle the contention on the basis of an analytic optimality criterion. Of particular significance is that the independently 2 Note that wide-area sensor networking that is becoming feasible of late with technologies such as NB-IoT also appear to come with issues of its own [8] . The concern here is with IEEE 802.15.4 type sensor and actuator networks enabling smart spaces within home and building area. Since the interdependence and sharing of the sensing and control data among the associated applications is mostly confined to the local area/domain, shorter range networking solution via 802.15.4 would be preferable in this context rather than NB-IoT type wide area solutions. Furthermore user privacy may also be better served that way. intermittent activity of the individual nodes arising from the situational and event-driven communications is taken care of without considerable overhead.
Tested against traffic scenarios with respect to elasticity and burstiness (cf. § VII-A), the proposed mechanism attains consistently high throughput, demonstrates agility against traffic fluctuation by maintaining low delay variation in time, and fair channel access opportunity and energy efficiency among the nodes. Gauged against the performance of a normative/ideal protocol, achieved values in regard to these performance measures remain fairly close. On the other hand, the BEB is shown to operate effectively in only a few select conditions but incurs high delay variations, and suffers from unfairness in network resource distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: § II reviews the related literature and § III describes the system model considered and the assumptions made. The basic analytic model of the protocol performance is introduced in § IV followed by establishment of important structural model properties in § V. The adaptive algorithm determining the backoff window size is specified in § VI. The performance evaluation is presented in § VII and, finally, § VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Started with the fundamental works during the 1970s (e.g. [14] , [15] ), efforts in modeling and analyzing random access schemes have continued to this day ( [16] , [17] ). Of particular relevance to the present paper, however, is the direction of works that seeks ways to control the access mechanism for enhancement in different performance measures.
To keep packet delay with slotted Aloha bounded, there have been proposals ranging from Rivest's pseudo-Bayesian control algorithm [18] to contemporary approaches such as [19] and [20] . Similar questions arise in the other random access scheme CSMA, which is typically preferred to slotted Aloha due to its superior channel utilization whenever carrier sensing is feasible. As of now, the most conspicuously wide adoption of CSMA is in the distributed coordination function (DCF) of the IEEE 802.11. Researchers have therefore been attracted to devising mechanisms for estimation and control of contention in DCF whereby performance close to limiting values can be produced [21] - [29] . The present work shares much of the broader objectives and some of the basic structural and methodical aspects of the problems and the solutions in the above mentioned works. However, the protocol of interest in this study has consequential differences in the procedural details. Analytic challenges are substantively different between slotted Aloha and CSMA, and even between slotted and unslotted CSMA. This paper deals with a slotted CSMA/CA that basically follows the algorithm specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 (and close to similar others such as the IEEE 1901.2). Unlike the DCF, nodes backing off in non-persistent contention with this protocol are not constantly aware of the channel events, as befitting for the energy-constrained end-nodes (corresponding analytic models also reflect the distinction, e.g., [30] - [32] vis-a-vis [33] - [35] ).
A novel distributed backoff procedure was presented in [36] to get CSMA to scale. It is, however, meant for specialized circumstances where suppressing locally redundant packets (e.g., sensor network for fire-detection) is desirably effective, which would be inappropriate in general purpose capillary M2M scenarios. In a cellular M2M framework, [37] presented a CSMA-TDMA hybrid MAC protocol to cope with massive scale. Optimization of the access schedules was targeted in that paper based on the assumption that there is a common packet arrival statistic for the nodes that is known to the base station. Unlike [37] , in the present work the nodes are assumed to operate intermittently in a distributed fashion except for opportunistic overhearing of the proper backoff window size. The coordinator seeks to optimize the backoff process with observation based estimates of the activity level of the nodes in the CSMA channel.
A number of papers on adaptive approach to the MAC in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard have close relevance to the present work. [38] is an important work where proposed adaptive adjustments for energy optimization are to take place within each node constrained by specific delay and reliability levels; it is meant to be suitable in networked control systems and evaluated with 10 and 20 nodes. The present work differs from it in focusing on core CSMA operation that is assisted by the coordinator and simple at the end nodes, seeking to accommodate larger local area capillary networks equitably without loss of aggregate CSMA efficiency. [39] proposes an adaptive mechanism that is based on both-way signaling of backoff window sizes between the coordinator and the end nodes and essentially requires a beacon-enabled superframe structure. [40] also considers a beacon-enabled 802.15.4 operation to report the evaluation of an adaptive policy applied through standard specific parameters such as retry limit, where some of the key threshold values controlling the update rules were determined via trial and error process in preliminary simulation rather than an integral process for dynamic conditions or settings. [41] applies the techniques devised in [26] with modest modification, and is also built on beacon-enabled setting with all nodes assumed to have packet at the beginning of each superframe. The present work does not depend on a beacon enabled operation and does not preclude any 802.15.4 type slotted CSMA (as in narrowband powerline communication, for example) from being applicable. Besides, with an estimation algorithm that captures the essence of the ongoing CSMA process, the present work can potentially complement approaches such as [39] - [41] that presume a beacon enabled setting by taking the beacon interval as the observation window and notifying the backoff window size through the beacon (with overhearing via ACK still being an option for added efficiency). Adaptive solutions in beacon based setting were also produced in [42] and [43] where fixed number of packets are injected to each node as each beacon interval commences. Largely in line with the approach in [40] and [42] seeks to base the formulation on optimizing energy consumption with a measurement based approach. With an objective to increase packet delivery ratio and to reduce energy consumption, [43] resorts to only local measurements of the channel's reliability in a distributed manner. However, its operation without ACK may not be a good fit for applications involving critical traffic. [44] deals with tuning the protocol as part of a sampling oriented networked control system where stability and energy consumption are the focus of the study. Another adaptive solution for dense networks was presented in [45] which was shown to be comparably good regarding throughput performance with the default/standard protocol if the number of nodes exceeds 30 or so.
A few other papers also have substantive relevance to the present work in different ways. The proposal in [46] to communicate link-quality indicator via acknowledgment packet is mentionable as similarly piggybacked communication of the backoff window is central to this work. The issues with the BEB regarding fairness, as addressed in this work, are consistent with what was reported in [12] , [13] , and [47] . Emergence of a trade-off characteristic between aggregate efficiency and fairness in general CSMA operation without message passing is reported in [11] . It appears empirically in the present work as a corollary to this result that such trade-off may be avoided via opportunistic/piggybacked message passing embedded within the CSMA collision avoidance scheme.
By and large, this paper fills in the gap in the literature on 802.15.4 type slotted CSMA/CA for capillary M2M communication networking by integrally addressing dynamic contention estimation and optimization. This complements the relevant research already reported in this variety of networked multiple access while keeping up with the rigorously deduced insights discussed in the literature on general CSMA characteristics.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
Consistent with the MAC layer's operational zone, a singlehop local area network in star topology is considered (Fig. 1) . The number of nodes comprising the network is poised to be rather large and many of them are constrained in battery power and computational resources. These nodes communicate with a resourceful coordinator (or capillary gateway) which acts as the conduit between this local network elements and the applications running in the wider network infrastructure, which is typically in cluster-tree form. Each node becomes and remains active contender as long as its buffer has packets handed down from the upper layer and it remains inactive otherwise (cf. § VII-A).
Low-rate random access mechanisms predominantly follow the slotted CSMA/CA of the IEEE 802.15.4 specification. Narrowband powerline communication (PLC) systems such as PRIME, G3-PLC and IEEE 1901.2 standards are also largely of this variety. The random access procedure considered here is from this family of CSMA/CA.
Time is viewed as succession of specified unit length durations called slots. Unlike the higher data rate systems such as DCF, the length of such a slot is typically larger than the inter-frame spacing between a packet and the corresponding acknowledgment (ACK) packet, thus protecting the ACK packet from potential collision with data packets. In high data rate systems, contending nodes are meant to know of the channel states consistently either through explicit sensing or virtually via network allocation vector. The lowrate systems usually have short packets and, to save energy, requires the nodes to sense the channel as little as possible.
In the considered scheme, a slot unit is considered as long enough to accommodate an ACK packet, which is presumably short. A crucial design element is that the ACK packet piggybacks a number: presently appropriate backoff window size. Apart from the node(s) engaged in the ongoing transmission, this is opportunistically heard by the nodes doing channel sensing as well. The coordinator stays in communication with the active nodes throughout and updates the backoff window periodically based on the recent trace history (cf. § VI).
An illustration is provided in Fig. 2 : node I has its buffer empty for a while and once a packet arrives, it initially draws a random backoff value from a default window (e.g., [0:2 3 ]). As the channel sensing following this backoff fails (i.e. channel is sensed as busy), it freezes its backoff procedure and keeps listening to the channel until the ongoing (successful) transmission finishes and overhears the associated ACK that piggybacks the appropriate backoff window size W. In the following cycle of attempt it uniformly draws a random backoff value from [0, W]. Earlier in the activity trace, both nodes II and III incidentally finished backing off and conducted successful channel sensing (i.e., sensed idle) at the same slot leading to concurrent transmissions that resulted in a collision on the channel. Both wait until timeout for ACK (single slot) occurs, and then draw the subsequent backoff values from previously known window sizes. In the later steps, before III succeeds, II manages to transmit its packet successfully, which is when I found the channel to be busy.
The focus of this work is on the MAC layer. To solely determine the performance of the proposed modified CSMA/CA protocol, no PHY-layer specific requirements or facilitation is made. Neither packet capture nor channel-error induced packet losses have been considered. Hence, a single node transmitting a packet uniquely leads to successful packet reception, and any simultaneous transmission of multiple packets results in irrecoverable collision. The formulation is based on uplink scenario, although it is equivalent to the halfduplex uplink-downlink scenario as well, assuming either contention based polling is in effect or the receiving node in the downlink transmission is in listening mode.
IV. CSMA/CA ANALYSIS AT SATURATION
Consider there are n (out of a total of N ) nodes contending for shared CSMA channel access to communicate packets with the coordinator (Fig. 1) . The coordinator has knowledge of N from association, but n varies with time and is unknown as the nodes become intermittently active with mostly eventdriven traffic (details of traffic model are in § VII-A). Seeking to appropriately throttle channel access attempts for high channel utilization, the coordinator can make an estimate of n from the observed channel events. To that end, this section lays down a stochastic model of the CSMA/CA protocol operation at equilibrium considering a saturated network of n active nodes where every node consistently remains in contention with packets. This typical analytic formulation of the saturated network performance represents the worst case and provides the basis upon which further analysis is carried out in the following sections to devise an effective collision avoiding backoff mechanism for unknown n, as packets keep arriving intermittently within the N nodes comprising the network. Part of the model captures the evolution of the states in the CSMA channel, and the other part deals with relating the sensing attempt rates of the nodes with the dynamism in the network's node activity.
A. CSMA CHANNEL STATE MODEL
Let α denote the sensing attempt rate by an arbitrary contending node.
At any point in time, the channel is to be found in either of the three states: idle, successful transmission or colliding transmission. As the subsequent transition from a point can be characterized if the state at that point is known, a Markovian approximation on the evolution among these states is appropriate. Formally, the related channel events are modeled in the form of a discrete-time Markov renewal process ( , ) = {(s t , d t ), t = 0, 1, . . .}, where are the jump times and are the associated states such that the t th renewal epoch occurs at time d t with the channel assuming the state s t ∈ {success, idle, collision}. Fig. 3 presents the state transition diagram of the embedded Markov chain {s t } for this process.
From the idle state of the channel at a certain slot, a transition into the state of success in the subsequent slot occurs if there were only a single node conducting channel sensing leading to its unique packet transmission. Conversely, the transition occurs into the state of collision if there were more than one node sensing the channel successfully in the idle slot to produce concurrent transmission immediately. The corresponding transition rates from the idle state to the success and collision state are denoted by τ s and τ c , respectively, where
The denominator 1 − (1 − α) n in (1a) and (1b) accounts for any transition happening at all. Conditioned on this, the probability of a single node's uniquely making an attempt is given by nα(1 − α) n−1 and determines τ s in (1a). In the same vein, transition to the state of collision as the complementary event has the likelihood 1
n−1 and, τ c is expressed in (1b) accordingly. From both the collision and the success states, the channel transits to being idle with the probability of unity.
Considering the small values assumed by α ( 1) and that n is relatively large, the subsequent analysis achieves a conveniently simpler treatment thanks to the following close approximation (similarly to [9] , [16] , [31] , in the sense of Binomial to Poisson convergence)
where g is introduced as the aggregate sensing attempt rate on the channel (Fig. 1 ) such that
The embedded Markov chain in Fig. 3 yields the following steady-state probability distribution
where π s , π c and π i correspond to steady-state probability that the channel is in success, collision and idle state, respectively. Denoting the packet size to be P (slots), the Markov process has the following state-wise sojourn timesh(s t ), i.e., the mean interval between epochs at d t and d t+1
The stationary state probabilities of the Markov process,π (.) , can be derived by taking together the embedded Markov chain's steady-state distribution π (.) and the sojourn timesh(.) per the following relation
Now throughput, defined as the proportion of time the channel spends in successful transmissions, can be expressed in the form of the stationary state probabilityπ s produced below using (4a)-(4c), (5a)-(5b) and (6)
Similarly, the proportion of time the channel spends in collision and idle states, respectively, are given bŷ
The quantitiesπ (.) are interchangeably referred to as corresponding functions of g,π (.) (g), in the rest of the paper.
Given that the sensing attempts on the part of a node will fail whenever the channel is not idle, the rate of sensing failure, ϕ, can be deduced as
B. NODE STATE MODEL
To characterize the attempt rate of an arbitrary contending node, its functional steps can be represented by a renewal reward process where the number of channel sensing is counted as rewards. A single cycle of the process earns the contending node a reward of 1. The length of such a cycle is comprised of the following activities: i) backing off by a random number of slots, ii) an attempt to sense the channel idle using one further slot, and iii) either waiting for the ongoing transmission to finish (including overhearing the acknowledgment, if any) in the event of busy channel or transmitting its packet if the channel was found idle. Recall the backoff value is uniformly drawn from the interval [0, W], whose expectation is clearly W 2 . In the case of sensing failure, the sensing slot can be regarded to have occurred uniformly at random on the ongoing transmission with the expectation of the remaining length being P 2 . Using the CSMA channel's state-dependent sensing failure rate ϕ, the average length of a single renewal cycle, therefore, turns out to be W 2 +1+ϕ. P 2 + (1 − ϕ)(P + 1). An arbitrary node's sensing attempt rate α can therefore be expressed as the following renewal rate of this process
The coupled nonlinear equations (10) and (11) (i.e., as α = f 1 (ϕ), ϕ = f 2 (α)) characterize the performance of the protocol in equilibrium with the network of n contending nodes in saturation, the associated packet length P and the backoff window size W.
V. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES FROM THE SATURATED CSMA/CA MODEL AND INVERSE MAPPING
Based on the equilibrium relations derived in the previous section, this section characterizes certain structural properties in regards to throughput optimality. In addition, the inverse relations in the form of aggregate sensing attempt rate are determined. These analyses are key to the backoff window size determination algorithm produced in the subsequent section.
A. SENSING ATTEMPT RATE CRITERION FOR THROUGHPUT OPTIMALITY
The property of the aggregate attempt rate with respect to the optimal value of the throughput is captured in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Optimality Criterion): There exists a unique g * ∈ R + that maximizesπ s (g), and is given by
where W 0 (.) is the principal real branch of the Lambert-W function. 3 Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix, section A.
The following technical remarks follow from the optimality criterion lemma and its proof. 3 Lambert-W function is the inverse of z → ze z (see [48] ). Within the domain R for x, the principal branch W 0 (x) is defined for x ≥ −1/e (W 0 (−1/e) = −1) and is increasing in x, while the secondary real branch is defined for range W −1 (x) < −1 with the associated domain −1/e < x < 0. In recent decades, this function has appeared in solutions of mathematical models characterizing a wide range of natural phenomena as well as engineered systems [48] . It has also found its way in some analytic works reported lately where throughput optimality and stability of certain random access systems have been explored [16] , [31] .
Remark 1:π s (g) is an increasing function of g when 0 < g < g * and a decreasing one for g > g * , makingπ s (g) a concave function in g (a corollary from the uniqueness proof in the Lemma 1). The physical significance of the opposite slopes ofπ s (g) in the two regimes across g = g * is that on the left of g = g * , the channel is underutilized and throughput grows with g. On the right of g = g * , however, the throughput happens to plummet with heightened contention. This bistability property has continued to draw researchers' interests in varied settings [9] , [15] , [16] , [31] .
Remark 2: Since g * emerges as the root of (22), combining (7) and (22), it follows thatπ s (g * ) = 1 e g * +1/(1+P)
. Remark 3: For P 1 > P 2 , correspondingly g * 1 < g * 2 , according to (12) . Also, due to e g 1 < e g 2 and
. This is in line with the intuition that if the packet size involved is shorter, the optimal sensing attempts need to be calibrated towards higher rate as the relative frequency of the occurrence of idle channel slots would increase. Also longer packets lead to higher utilization of the channel once the attempt rates are optimized.
B. INVERSE MAPPINGS
Let κ i , κ c and κ s denote the slot-wise proportion of the idle, colliding and success slots, respectively, observed within a period of CSMA channel activity.
Clearly the quantities κ (.) are the short-term (empirical) counterparts of the corresponding steady-state measuresπ (.) . To the extent that the values of these parameters observed in a period are in agreement with their steady-state counterparts, i.e., κ (.) π (.) =π (.) (g), each of these values is poised to yield corresponding estimates of g from the inverse mappings of (9), (8) and (7) . These mappings are established in the following propositions.
Proposition 1 (Inverse ofπ i (g)):π i (g) is one-to-one within its bounds and its inverse is given by the function
The proof is provided in the Appendix, section B.
Proposition 2 (Inverse ofπ c (g)):π c (g) is one-to-one and its inverse is given by the function
Proof: The proof is presented in the Appendix, section C.
Proposition 3 (Inverse ofπ s (g)):π s (g) is not one-to-one and it admits two inverse functions, denoted g s − (κ s ) and g s + (κ s ), as follows 
The proof is given in the Appendix, section D.
From a given instance of κ (.) values, the conundrum involving which of the two inverse mappings κ s → g in (15a)-(15b) is appropriate can be settled by bringing in κ i as a witness relative toπ i (g * ). The following lemma presents the formal argument to that end.
Lemma 2 (Success Rate Value): g s− (κ s ) provides the inverse mapping g s (κ s ) when κ i <π i (g * ), whereas g s+ (κ s ) is the representative mapping for the same whenever κ i > π i (g * ).
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix, section E.
The inverse functions are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Note that a value along the κ-labeled axis does not represent an operating point of the protocol in equilibrium, unlike those on the g-axis. Each function has separate feasible domain in κ, dependent on P. Monotonic increase of g c (.) against κ c explains that observation of frequently occurring collisions indicate heightened attempt rate and the connection is stronger towards the larger values of κ c . Correspondingly, monotonic decrease of g i against κ i captures the causal relationship between modest channel access attempts with observation of frequent idle channel event, with higher sensitivity being towards the smaller κ i regime. g s − and g s + converge towards g * when κ value represents the maximum channel utilization.
VI. BACKOFF WINDOW SIZE DETERMINATION ALGORITHM
In this section, the mathematical characterization in § IV and § V is utilized to deal with the network traffic arising from intermittent node activities. Specifically, an online backoff window size determination algorithm is devised for intelligently managing the contention on-the-fly, seeking agility and responsiveness to traffic fluctuation, higher aggregate CSMA throughput and equity in sharing channel access among the nodes.
Recall that there are a total of N nodes associated with a coordinator out of which n (n ≤ N ) are active at a given time instant, with respective packet arrival processes. The active nodes contend independently for channel access and look for the opportunistic reception of the presently appropriate backoff window size W from the coordinator. Hence, the coordinator has to determine the appropriate W. In view of the optimal operation, though g * can be calculated against the known P from (12), knowledge of the number of presently contending nodes n is crucially required to determine W, per (3) and (11) . While n is time-varying and knowing n exactly is infeasible, an estimate of n, denotedn, can be made using the previous determination of W and employing (3) and (11) .
Let O be the sliding window of observation (of length |O|) from the immediate past slot-wise trace of the channel, C T and κ i , κ s and κ c are the proportions measured 4 from it. With this backdrop, Algorithm 1 BACKOFF-WINDOW-SIZE-UPDATE is proposed. A brief discussion of its attributes follows.
Recall that the coordinator is invariably active to remain in communication with the intermittently active nodes. It is solely entitled to execute the algorithm to integrally determine in real-time the proper backoff window size W and the estimated number of active nodesn. Individual nodes, upon becoming active with new packet(s) in their empty buffer, start with an initial backoff window of [0, 2 3 ], and the subsequent attempts potentially required in this particular streak of activity are based on the present W opportunistically notified by the coordinator.
The size of the sliding window of observation |O|, taken as ( 2 3n + 1 3 N )(1 + P) (in slots), seeks to make the estimation balanced between timeliness in responding to potential influx of newly active nodes in light of the recent activity (in the part 2 3n (1 + P)) and maintaining stability (in the part 1 3 N (1 + P)). Note that P + 1 is the unit for single transmission activity duration on the channel.
Taking together the W determined in the previous round of execution and the observed ϕ as well as κ i , κ c and κ s from O, estimation ofα, the short-term effective value of α, is made and g i and g c are calculated. The dilemma posed by the bi-stability property regarding κ s is resolved in accord with the lemma 2. The interpretation is that κ i < κ * i indicates g s − (κ s ) to be accurately relevant and the channel is underutilized with idle slots to further tap into, or else g s + (κ s ) is taken implying the need to throttle down the attempt rate. Using the commonα, separate estimates of active nodesn i , 4 For an illustration, consider a particular slot-wise chronological trace C T ∼ <III111AIICCCIII888AIII222AIICCCII333AIICCCIII222AI> where I∼idle, C∼collision, A∼ACK, with numbers denoting identities of successfully transmitting nodes (P = 3 assumed); An observation period, in reverse chronology, of length |O| = 32 would yield an empirical measure of κ i ≈ 0.40625, κ s ≈ 0.40625, κ c ≈ 0.1875.
c andn s are made respectively against g i , g c and g s , in light of equation (3) .
Estimation of the number of presently active/contending nodes,n, is produced in an aggregate measure as κ ini + κ cnc +κ sns , which is the response variable in a multiple linear formulation from the explanatory variablesn i ,n c andn s , employing the proportions κ i , κ c and κ s as the corresponding coefficients. Given that κ i + κ c + κ s = 1, an equivalent interpretation of this relation is thatn is constructed as a weighted average of the three different estimates, namely, n i ,n c andn s of the same unknown quantity n at respective state of the CSMA channel. Proportional weights of κ (.) ensure that the dominant activity type(s) in the sampled duration contributes more in the determination of the ongoing attempt rate. To the authors' best knowledge, this approach to estimate the number of contending/active nodes amidst intermittent packet arrivals via coordinated inverse mapping from all three channel events using an analytic performance model at saturation is a novel approach; this is particularly so with 802.15.4 type slotted CSMA/CA for capillary M2M communication networking.
From the viewpoint of implementation overhead, it can be noted that O does not have to be explicitly stored in the memory; rather the proportions κ i , κ s and κ c can be updated by each passing slot in an online fashion.
The interval to invoke the algorithm has been decided empirically atn(P + 1) slots, thereby keeping partial overlap between successive Os in view of the length |O| taken. While this choice of the interval and the length |O| are empirically calibrated with intermittent packet traffic of varying elasticity (cf. § VII-A), evaluated performance measures have not shown high sensitivity to these choices around the values stated. Nonetheless further refined online learning algorithms in this regard can possibly be devised. 5 
A. COMPLEXITY
The above algorithm has linear time asymptotic complexity O (|O|) with respect to the length of the observation window. Besides, it has a constant-time complexity O (1) with the number of nodes as input size, thus ensuring maximum scalability as adding more nodes does not bring extra computational costs. Furthermore, the κ i , κ c , κ s values can be updated in an online manner by the constantly active coordinator, rendering the temporally linear complexity of the algorithm O (|O|) to be efficient enough to incur no additional overhead.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents an evaluation of the performance of the proposed mechanism as observed in numerical calculations. In addition to the case of the algorithm proposed in the previous section, performance of two additional schemes have also been evaluated: i) a BEB-based scheme operating [ (14)]
in distributed fashion similar to the IEEE 802.15.4 6 (denoted 'BEB' in subsequent discussions and plot legends), and ii) a normative CSMA scheme where the backoff mechanism deployed to enforce collision avoidance always operates on the basis of the perfect knowledge of the contention level at any point in time. The latter scheme, denoted 'b-mark', subsequently (and in the plots), serves as the benchmark for the achievable performance 7 under a given setting. A custom performance evaluator has been developed in C++ that follows the CSMA/CA random access behaviors associated with each of these three schemes involved. The BEB starts with an initial window size of 2 minBE corresponding to the backoff stage k = 0 and k then keeps getting incremented by 1 with each subsequent sensing failure to draw the backoff values from 2 min{k+minBE,maxBE} . Though the range of backoff exponents [minBE:maxBE] typically 6 This is a slotted CSMA/CA with a single slot spent in carrier sensing. The behavior of this CSMA/CA protocol differs from the proposed scheme only in the backoff scheme and in not communicating any contention information via ACK. With each of the three schemes, when a node senses the channel as busy, its subsequent stage of contention starts after it listens to see the end of the ongoing transmission on the channel, as is the case with the MAC protocol in the PRIME specification. 7 When a contending node from b-mark draws a backoff value uniformly at random, it does so on the basis of its access to the information on the precise number of the active nodes in the network at that point. As befitting for a hypothetical, ideal case, this information is deemed available via an oracle, and hence no overhead in message passing is assumed in any way. defaults at [3:5] , an expanded range of [3:12] is taken here for fair comparison. This is because a straightforward suggestion to improve the BEB-based CSMA/CA performance in larger networks, which are primarily of interest here, would be to have larger domain for its evolving backoff window sizes. Even though the BEB exponent still remains truncated, the range is large enough to be effectively regarded as unbounded for all practical purposes. In the b-mark case, each contending node draws its backoff value from a window of size W * that is optimal with reference to the exact number of active nodes at that particular point. Specifically, W * is known by solving for W from the relations (3), (10) , (11) and (12) where n is accurately known. Thus the quality of the solution in the estimation based optimization approach employed in the proposed scheme can be assessed with respect to the performance delivered by the b-mark case.
Before the presentation and discussion of the numerical results, the packet traffic model considered and the specific performance metrics evaluated are introduced next.
A. ASSUMED TRAFFIC MODEL
The packet traffic within the nodes is modeled in a way to yield the performance of the candidate protocols under varied degree of burstiness in the load. Note that the online algorithm devised for determining the backoff window size and the analyses it is built upon are not informed of or dependent on this (or any particular) traffic model. A node is basically either empty in its MAC buffer or busy (i.e., active). An empty node can become busy with probability q as it looks up to find that a packet arrives in the buffer at the turn of each slot, or it remains as before with probability 1 − q if there is no packet arrival. A busy node likewise remains busy with probability p when it happens to find another packet as it looks up in its buffer following the successful transmission of a packet, or it turns empty with probability 1 − p. The embedded Markov chain associated with the semi-Markov process is depicted in Fig. 5 . The sojourn time in the empty state is unity while in the busy state it remains generally distributed based on the contention level in the CSMA channel, and the lookup states are treated as instantaneous in the simulation.
To focus on the performance of the protocols of interest within the stable operational regime, explicit queuing issues pertaining to the temporal correlation in the packet arrival process and associated backlog statistics are not explicitly incorporated in the traffic model during evaluation. Rather, packet arrival and queuing process have largely been abstracted from the backoff window size determination mechanisms involved. Only Bernoulli trials are conducted at the nodes based on (p, q) values to decide availability of packets to contend with. By exploiting the choice to set the values of the traffic model parameters (p, q), a range of effects in terms of node activity dynamics is captured and controlled. For simulation based performance evaluation, in a particular network of size N and operating with a given packet size P, the following three scenarios are considered:
i. large p and small q, representing steady behavior in node activity in the network. The relative values of p and q for this case means that if a node is in a particular state, it will remain in that state most of the time before transiting to the other state. To illustrate this case, (p, q) = (0.2, 2×10 −3 ) is taken in the evaluation. Notice that q is applied for Bernoulli trial at each empty node on a per slot basis whereas p is relevant only at one slot after a packet delivery, hence the contrast in the level of values between the two. ii. with respect to i., smaller p and larger q are taken such that the ratio p/q is smaller in this case, to capture a heavily intermittent or fluctuating node activity. Unlike scenario i., scenario ii. means a node does not remain in a particular state for long but transits from one state to the other more frequently. The simulation results reported later use (p, q) = (0.01, 0.05), to illustrate this case. iii. alternation between the above configurations i. and ii., to cover for the scenario when node activity types vary in phases during a period of run.
For a motivating outline of related use cases with machine type communication scenarios, consider a net-zero Carbon home or building equipped with applications and services that enable smart spaces. In such setting, changes at different hours in user activity and mobility as well as in environmental indicators can impart varying degrees of burstiness in communication of sensing data and control packets for tasks such as occupancy detection, ambient intelligence, situational awareness and appliance control. The above scenarios and the specific values of (p, q) employed are taken to illustrate performance patterns under such varied forms of intermittent traffic. Other relevant choice of parameter settings (including N and P) would also yield the essential insights drawn on the performance behavior.
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The performance metrics of interest are the following:
1) THROUGHPUT
The extent to which an access scheme succeeds in aggressively putting the shared CSMA channel to good use while avoiding collision-induced wastage is reflected in throughput. The normalized throughput is obtained by calculating the time average of successful transmissions from the aggregate channel activity for the duration of the calculation with a given configuration (i.e., N , P and (p, q) ).
There is a direct correspondence in an inverse relationship between the throughput and the average packet service times. 8 Hence, to complement this mean performance measure, the next two metrics of interest have to do with the second order statistics of the per node packet service times.
2) JITTER
An attribute of agility would require that low variations in time are experienced by a node while serving the packets. Jitter has accordingly been calculated as the standard deviation of the packet service times in the temporal domain. As a collective measure, the overall jitterζ is estimated as a weighted average of the jitters experienced in simulation at each node j ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · N }, denoted by ζ j , with respect to c j , the corresponding number of packets transmitted by each:
This is evaluated as yet another variational measurement of the packet service times with the crucial distinction that the dispersion of interest in this case is across the domain of the nodes instead of the temporal domain. From the temporal mean of the packet service times at each node j, δ j , weighted against corresponding packet counts c j , the coefficient of variation (cov) for the packet service time among the nodes is given by
whereδ is the mean packet service time among the nodes given by
The quantity cov expresses the extent of the standard deviation with respect to the mean and hence its upper limit is unbounded. It can, however, be utilized to obtain an equivalent fairness index ι with a conveniently scaled range of [0, 1], introduced in [49] , according to the following relation,
When the standard deviation of service times across the nodes (i.e., the numerator of (17)) tends to 0, so does the cov and the corresponding ι approaches 1 expressing highest fairness; on the other hand, if the standard deviation of service times across the nodes grows very high, large cov yields very low value for ι implying unfair distribution of channel access opportunities. The measures jitter (ζ ) and fairness ( ι ) are equivalent to the notions temporal fairness and equilibrium fairness, respectively, discussed in [47] . 8 The time between the beginning of contention with a packet and its successful delivery
4) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
A virtual estimate of the energy consumption efficiency is made although the system model in this work is agnostic to any particulars of the underlying PHY layer, focusing holistically on the packet-level random access efficiency issues from a MAC layer perspective. In this regard, a useful observation with typical implementations is that considerable energy is consumed during transmission and reception compared to the idle state while doing backoff (and the negligible amount during the inactive/sleeping state). Hence a weighted measure of the time spent in these states relative to the number of slots in successful packet transmission produces a good indication of the energy consumption efficiency.
Let the per-slot power consumption by each node's transceiver, relative to that of a single transmission slot, be P t , P r and P b during transmission, reception and backoff states, respectively (i.e. P t = 1). Therefore, the rate of energy consumption, η j , on the part of node j ∈ {1, 2 · · · N } engaged in a particular random access scheme can be given by
where D t j , D r j and D b j are the total number of slots spent by node j in transmission, reception (ACK) and backoff, respectively, within the duration involved.
To make assessment on how equitably efficient the protocols are across the nodes when it comes to the energy consumption, the median value (η median ) and the standard deviation (η sd ) from among all η j , j ∈ {1, 2 · · · N }, are calculated. Similar to the measure of fairness in packet service times among the nodes, following weighted formulation of η sd is used
The focus of the performance evaluation is to study the dynamics of the four performance metrics within the associated protocol's operationally stable regime, i.e. assuming the nodes involved exert contention on the CSMA channel keeping their packet queues finite.
C. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considering the three traffic scenarios i., ii. and iii., as specified in § VII-A, numerical results produced in simulation are now presented, and performance of the proposed scheme (denoted ''proposed'') is compared and contrasted against both the BEB and the b-mark.
The simulations with scenarios i. and ii. are run for 12K slots consistently with the (p, q) configurations specified, and scenario iii. runs for 12K slots where (p, q) configuration is altered after every 3K slots in the following sequence: (0.2, 2 × 10 −3 ) → (0.01, 0.05) → (0.2, 2 × 10 −3 ) → (0.01, 0.05). To reduce variance, the quantities involved are estimated as the averages from 100 independent runs of the simulation with each of the particular parameter settings. By definition, P t = 1.0, the other two relative power values are assigned as P r = 1.0 and P b = 0.05 (while transceiver specifications and designs vary widely, these relative values can be treated as representative (e.g., [50] ) for the purpose of implicit energy efficiency evaluation). Values of N are varied from 10 to 70 unless otherwise specified. Evaluation of performance in larger size networks is of interest in this work.
The Figures 6, 7 and 8 depict the throughput, fairness and jitter performances for the three traffic scenarios, respectively, with values plotted for two packet sizes P = 6 and 12 slots.
Among the three schemes evaluated, the proposed scheme (denoted ''proposed'') consistently outperforms the BEB in regard to fairness and jitter, and does slightly better in aggregate throughput performance by and large. On the other hand, the proposed scheme remains nearly tied with the b-mark in regard to fairness index and aggregate throughput, while the extent of superior b-mark performance in jitter over the proposed scheme is fairly limited. Recall that the normative b-mark performance represents the baseline for achievable values in a distributed CSMA random access scheme employing backoff based collision avoidance mechanism.
The BEB performs particularly poorly in fairness and jitter as network size increases. The persistent nature of highly unfair performance on the part of the BEB is in stark contrast to the achievement of the proposed scheme in this respect. Specifically, the fairness index gap for the BEB with the b-mark is between 4% to 59%, whereas the same rangemeasure for the proposed scheme is between 0% and 6%. Likewise, the level of additional jitter incurred by the BEB is also significant: between 36% and 258% for the BEB as opposed to between 0% and 30% for the proposed CSMA/CA scheme.
There is not a lot to separate the three access schemes when it comes to aggregate/system throughput. Remarkably, the BEB demonstrates robustness against increase in the number of nodes in the network when it comes to achieving high aggregate throughput in each of the three traffic scenarios considered. Specifically, the normalized BEB throughput remains within 89% of that of the b-mark, while the proposed scheme remains within 95%. The occurrence of considerably higher level of jitter and lower fairness index with the BEB, especially for larger size networks (and also in the more intermittent traffic scenarios ii. and iii.), can be attributed to the following: larger size networks and/or higher traffic intensity bring in higher likelihood that there would often be heavy contention from potentially many active nodes. Equipped with wide discriminatory regime in its backoff evolution mechanism, the BEB is prone to punishing the nodes failing consecutively in acquiring the shared CSMA channel. In the process, the nodes that happened to have succeeded recently are more likely to be further rewarded in the earlier stages of their attempts when it comes to channel access and packet transmission opportunities. It is interesting to observe that this inherently discriminatory operational characteristic of the BEB is the key reason for its achieving high aggregate throughput.
Notice that with the traffic model involved, the patterns in the contention activities impact the performance outcomes in various ways. For instance, scenario ii. with its relatively large value of q compared to p (i.e., p = 0.01, q = 0.05) imposes enough contention to produce capacity-achieving system throughput even when N is smaller (Fig. 7a) . On the other hand, smaller size networks with lower rate of packet arrival at the empty nodes may remain unsaturated. This is specifically the case with scenarios i. and iii. (primarily due to accommodating q = 2 × 10 −3 ) in the lower regime of N where the level of contention resulting from the effective traffic load is relatively modest (Fig. 6a and 8a) . Achievable CSMA channel throughput remains underutilized in such operational settings, while the associated BEB performance in particular is not as poor as in other cases in regard to fairness and jitter. It appears that the BEB suffers less in attaining good fairness when few nodes operate in steady traffic (e.g., N = 10 with scenario i. in Fig. 6b ) or, to some lesser extent, when there is a mixture of intermittence in traffic patterns that helps yield a balancing effect in the longterm (e.g., Fig. 8b ).
The differences in the traffic patterns of the scenarios also have an impact on jitter, the temporal fairness measure indicating the variation in the packet service times observed by the nodes. In scenario i., largely the same set of nodes remain contenders throughout due to larger value of p and smaller value of q. In contrast, scenario ii., with the values of p and q being the other way around, sees an influx of newer active nodes as the successful nodes tend to leave active states. Hence, the time required to consolidate against a more fluctuating kind of network activity evolution leads to additional jitter in scenario ii. compared to scenario i. for all three schemes. With alternations of these two traffic settings, scenario iii. captures a level of intermittent node activity that is in between the other two, and the effect is reflected in the related jitter performance.
There is a modest reduction in the fairness index achieved by both the b-mark and the proposed scheme when the number of nodes in the network is increased (Figs. 6b, 7b and 8b) . Correspondingly, there is a linear growth in jitter with a moderate slope (faster growth for per-saturation regimes as in Fig. 6c ). While the capacity to attain highest temporal and equilibrium fairness slightly reduces with increasing scale of the network, the proposed scheme remains virtually indistinguishable from the b-mark in these metrics.
Aggregate throughput has a linear growth with packet size for a given size of the network (Figs. 6a, 7a and 8a) , which has been established in connection with the optimal sensing attempt rate in Remark 3 (cf. § V-B). However, there is correspondingly higher level of jitter involved. This is because, as further noted in Remark 3 (cf. § V-B), the sensing attempt rates are lower with the setting that involves larger packets, and hence the occasions for success and adjustments are more interspersed.
As a stress test in extreme conditions, instances of simulation have also been run with the number of nodes well beyond those reported so far, extending to as much as N = 1000. With traffic scenario i. and P = 10 taken as an illustrative case, Figure 9 shows that the throughput plateau subsides somewhat for the proposed solution as the network gets overly dense while the b-mark, as expected, remains unruffled. The BEB, however, sees throughput degradation by quite a larger proportion. The proposed solution does no worse than the b-mark when it comes to jitter performance, unlike the BEB. Apparently, the cost in throughput performance due to estimation errors of the proposed algorithm (i.e., high |n −n|) mounts considerably when the network happens to be extremely large/dense.
Evaluation of the energy efficiency measures η median and η sd are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b , respectively (pertaining to the traffic scenario iii. only, for brevity). The way to interpret VOLUME 6, 2018 the values is in light of the baseline measures: in the best case, a packet would nominally incur 2P r + PP t energy with 0 backoff slots, 1 sensing slot, P transmission slots and 1 ACK slot, thus producing an efficiency of (2P r + PP t )/P. With P r = P t = 1.0, this would be 1.33 for P = 6 and 1.16 for P = 12. Depending on the form of contention (determined by traffic parameters and the number of nodes involved), the comparative outcome between packet sizes would vary, as it is noted in the median values for the b-mark. The backoff durations, number of sensing attempts and costs in a colliding transmission constitute the related dynamics.
A linear increase in median energy consumption, η median , is observed with the growth of the network size. This is consistent with the intuition that packet service times become proportionately longer when more nodes share the (optimal or near optimal) throughput.
The gaps in the median energy consumption values among the three schemes are moderate. The proposed scheme incurs between 7% to 25% additional energy than the b-mark among the cases (Fig. 10a) . Remarkably, however, the BEB outperforms by a small margin not only the proposed scheme but the b-mark as well (this is explained later in this section). Yet this attractive performance in the median value of the energy consumption rate on the part of the BEB comes at a high price in maintaining equity of energy efficiency among the participating nodes. The variance in energy consumption among the participating nodes is tellingly high for the BEB, especially for the larger networks, whereas the proposed scheme maintains a close proximity to the b-mark in this regard (Fig. 10b) .
The explanatory points regarding the basic contrast in the performance across configurations and among the three access schemes evaluated are summarized in the Table 1 where instances of the backoff value distribution among the active nodes are shown. With certain cases of configuration in P, N and traffic scenarios, the backoff values of the contending nodes are sampled at 15 equispaced instances within a single simulation run lasting 12K slots for each of the three candidate collision avoidance mechanisms of interest. Average (b) and the standard deviation (σ b ) of the sampled backoff values among the nodes are separately calculated at each instance, and averaged out of all 15 instances. Thus the values shown represent a summary of both the nodal/equilibrium dimension as well as the temporal dimension.
With respect to the variations in packet size, intermittence in traffic pattern and the network size, key throttling mechanisms systematically employed by the three throughputefficiency preserving schemes are clearly illustrated in the table. For instance, with a certain traffic scenario and a given packet size, larger size networks have higher values of b. Likewise, larger packet size brings in larger values of b to reduce both individual and aggregate sensing attempt rates, and similar effects are observed against traffic scenario variations.
Importantly, the distinctions among the three traffic scenarios regarding these finer attributes of internal working are also salient in the table. The proposed scheme works with moderate values of b and σ b , appropriately adjusting them when the packet traffic on the channel becomes more or less intense. This leads to efficient channel usage on the aggregate without losing distributional equity. The backoff distribution is quite similar to the regime enforced by the normative values of the b-mark. On the other hand, significantly higher values of both b and σ b for the BEB indicate that the disparity in granting channel access opportunities among the nodes and in different points in time is huge. The higher jitter and unfairness among the nodes are the ensuing effects from this, even though effective collision avoidance on the channel is attained to yield high system throughput. The curious case of the BEB's achieving lower measures of η median than the b-mark in the low contention regime is also partly due to its large values of b and σ b : nodes with very large backoff values do not spend much energy in sensing the channel, thereby slightly reducing the aggregate measure of the η median compared to the other two schemes that are more equitable.
Thus the proposed scheme demonstrates its capacity to adapt in an agile manner without compromising the baseline efficiency under varying operating circumstances. With lower jitter and higher fairness, the backoff based collision avoidance mechanism has the potential to provide reliable quality of service to delay-sensitive applications. Besides, its equitable distribution of energy efficiency among the participating nodes is of particular importance in light of the observation that energy-constrained nodes, some even potentially being dependent on harvested energy, are poised to be part of the diverse set of nodes making up the relevant networks.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an intelligent collision avoiding backoff mechanism by means of which an efficient, agile and fair CSMA is made possible. Based on an analytic formulation, an adaptive online algorithm is employed for marshaling the collision avoidance mechanism. Appropriate for the low-power and shorter range context of the capillary M2M communication, only the resourceful coordinator runs the algorithm in the real-time, and the resource-constrained end-nodes can operate in a largely distributed manner.
The proposed mechanism is shown to be robust against both network scale as well as elasticity and intermittence in packet traffic and node activity. The overhead in opportunistic message passing that is critical to the effective operation of the mechanism is negligible in view of the consistently nearoptimal performance achieved regarding aggregate throughput, equilibrium fairness, jitter and low variation in energy consumption among the nodes. Unlike the robustness demonstrated in evaluation by the proposed backoff window size estimation procedure, the BEB generally trades temporal and equilibrium fairness (as well as energy fairness) for high aggregate CSMA throughput. While the BEB mechanism can be effective enough in a few select operating settings, the analytically based self-organizing intelligence of the proposed algorithm brings efficiency and agility in a resilient and consistent manner, as deemed vital for the broader networking paradigm in emergence [51] . It can thus be concluded that the proposed mechanism makes a viable case for effectively coordinating the CSMA channel access at the MAC layer of this network type within the burgeoning IoT infrastructure.
Further extensions of this work can incorporate statistics of non-ideal channel (error/capture) and consideration of more variations of packet arrival processes.
APPENDIX PROOFS OF THE PROPOSITIONS AND THE LEMMAS A. LEMMA 1 (OPTIMALITY CRITERION)
Proof:π s (g) in (7) is clearly non-negative for g ∈ R + , and its first derivative with respect to g can be obtained as
Any stationary point (g,π s (g)) is to satisfy the first order necessary condition. Thus setting the derivative in (21) to zero and noting that due to g > 0 and P ≥ 2, the denominator [(e g (1 + P) + g − P) /(1 + P)] 2 does not vanish, the following holds
Rearranging from the above
This relation yields an expression for g − 1 by means of the principal real branch of the Lambert-W function W 0 (.) (the secondary real branch W −1 (.), with the argument − P e(1+P) , gives values leading to an infeasible solution for g such that g / ∈ R + , and hence is discarded). Therefore, denoting the associated root of (22) as g * , the following is obtained
and (12) follows immediately. Now that the existence of g * is established as a candidate optimizer, for it to be proven a unique maximizer ofπ s (g) it is sufficient to show thatπ s (g) maintains positive and negative slopes to the left and right of g * , respectively.
Note that the denominator in (21) being positive, it suffices to check only for the sign of the numerator e g (1 − g) − P/ (1+P). Let g = g * − , such that 0 < < g * , be the points to the left of g * , while g = g * + , such that > 0, are the points to the right of g * . Then denoting the transformed numerator by l( ) and r( ), respectively, Note that l( ) and r( ) change at rates l ( ) = (g * − )e g * − and r ( ) = −(g * + )e g * + , respectively; clearly, l ( ) > 0 and r ( ) < 0 for the domains of specified. As e g * (1 − g * ) = P/(1 + P) holds from (22) at g = g * , it follows that both lim dπ s (g) dg < 0 when g > g * , and this establishes the uniqueness of g * required to complete the proof.
B. PROPOSITION 1 (INVERSE OFπ i (g))
Proof: Note that 1 ≥π i (g) ≥ 1/(1 + P). The bound from above is according to lim g↓0π i (g) = 1. From the lower bound,π i (g) ≥ 1/(1 + P) 1 + P + g − P e g ≤ 1 + P ⇒ g − P e g ≤ 0. Hence only 0 ≤ g ≤ P is the regime of interest within whicĥ π i (g) has its slope dπ i (g) dg =
(g−P−1)e g [(1+P)e g +g−P] 2 < 0. Therefore, being a monotonically decreasing function in g,π i (g) is oneto-one within the bound. Now puttingπ i (g) = κ i in (9) and upon rearranging,
from which −g + P = W 0 1 + P − 1 k i e P follows ( W 0 (.) rather than W −1 (.) is valid for the nonnegative argument), and the inverse function g i (κ i ) in (13) is the inferred expression for g.
C. PROPOSITION 2 (INVERSE OFπ c (g))
Proof: The slope ofπ c (g) is dπ c (g) dg = P (1 + P + ((P + 2)g − P − 1) e g ) ((1 + P) e g + g − P)
2 which approaches 0 as g ↓ 0. With the denominator of the above being positive and the numerator changing with respect to g at rate (1 + 2g + gP)Pe g , which is positive for g ≥ 0,
it follows that dπ c (g) dg > 0.
Thereforeπ c (g) is an increasing function in g, and is oneto-one.
Puttingπ c (g) = κ c and upon rearranging (8) as κ c (1 + P) − P κ c + P e P(κc−1) κc+P = −g + P(κ c − 1) κ c + P e −g+
the Lambert-W function can be employed to yield 
Only the secondary real branch of the Lambert-W function W −1 (.) is valid here due to the consistency with the fact that π c (g), a one-to-one function, admits arbitrarily large g > 0 values. And expressing the associated g as g c (κ c ), the single inverse function in (14) follows immediately from (25) . As functions of κ s , g s − (κ s ) and g s + (κ s ) in (15a) and (15b) follow immediately from the above two relations with g, respectively.
E. LEMMA 2 (SUCCESS RATE VALUE)
Proof: From the premise
As established in proving Proposition 1 above, it suffices to considerπ i (g) within 0 < g ≤ P where it is monotonically decreasing. Therefore,
The dual equilibrium points in attempt rates against a given throughput are located across the single peak at g = g * (c.f. Remark 1). Since W 0 (x) > W −1 (x) for 0 > x > −1 e , g s− (κ) < g s+ (κ) from (15a) and (15b) (except for g = g * when both converge). Hence the lower regime of g on the left of g = g * are covered by (15a). This, combined with (28) , yields that the attempt rate g s (κ s ) is given by g s− (κ s ) whenever κ i <π i (g * ). The other case follows from complementarity and symmetry. 
